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The Epoints 
Saving Club
We combine five types of savings into one 
fantastic platform to deliver unrivalled 
value for your employees.

Give Your People Unbeatable Savings & Overall Value.

Unique Employee Savings Combination

6% Interest
Employees receive 6% interest on their Epoints 
balance (vs to 0.1% they get from the bank).

Huge Cashback
Instant cashback of up to 20%. 100% of the 
commission we receive goes to Employees as 
instant cashback when they buy (even using points).

Save from Salary
Link salary to savings and create a financial cushion 
against unexpected costs.

Pay Later
Buy now pay later out of salary at the end of the 
month interest free.

Money-off
Collect Epoints at 1500+ other sites, use Promo codes, & get  Exclusive prices.



The secret to saving your people money 
and making recognition simple.

For more information, please email info@eachperson.com

At Each Person, our mission is to provide employees with the ultimate 
‘feelgood’ package, wrapping up to 20% Epoints Cashback on their 
online shopping in a great user experience, offering flexible and 
tangible appreciation for a job well done.

Access to Epoints
Save your people hundreds of £'s every year 
with exclusive access to Epoints for FREE! Usually, 
a membership costs £100 to join plus £24 a year.

Ecards
Saying thank you for your hard work is the secret 
to creating an incredible company culture.

Nominations
Showcase team and individual success through 
our streamlined and fully featured ‘nominations.’

Real-time Reporting
See your company build its recognition culture 
first-hand in real-time with Each Person.

Wellbeing Hub
Wellbeing content to help your team look after 
themselves when it matters most.

Fully Automated Long Service & Birthdays
Show gratitude for employees dedication and commitment. 
We’ve made it easy to celebrate the milestones.

Budget Increase
Recognise more, for free, with a 10% reward pot 
increase. Each Person is the only platform that 
adds to your budget every time.

Feel Rewarded 
with Each Person 
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